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Algorithmic oppression in our education system: 
Refuse. Retract. Resist.



Today’s Session
● What do we hope you will take away? 

Empowerment to take action on technology in practice in 
education: Knowledge. Case studies. Actions.

● What do we hope to achieve? Share your experience and 
your wider knowledge and ideas with us and everyone here.



    

    

Today’s Session: Scope And Aims
● What is EdTech and where and why does it involve AI? 
● What are the implications and why we should refuse, 

retract & resist emerging trends.
● Discuss: Are there red lines on ‘acceptable’ AI in 

education? Where is there consensus on objection? 
● What forms of resistance can we take?

○ Community action: is EdTech really improving outcomes for Black 
children?

○ Student action: challenging exam proctoring
○ Legal action: to underpin community action

● Discuss: tools and strategies to ensure all who are 
affected by the technologies are included and involved.



EdTech and AI in a school day
System infrastructure

● Volume of actors 
● Proprietary systems
● Accessibility and design 
● Absence of quality, health and 

safety standards  
● Home/school/time-limited 

boundaries are removed

Behavioural surveillance 

● Privacy and confidentiality
● Outcomes for the datafied child
● The right to and aims of education

Emerging tech, automated decisions, AI and 
biometrics
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Biometrics in schools
● Fingerprints
● Voice recording
● Eye tracking on screen
● Brainwaves and neuroTech
● Facial detection and recognition
● Mood, mental health, and emotion 

detection and “prediction”
● Gait, location, footfall, 

attendance tracking using 
biometric “sign in” tools



Who does the system Serve and where?
The Mobilisation of AI in
Education

“This threat exists because, with its 
definitive and quantifiable outcomes, 
AI is attuned to this economic logic 
of practice, which increasingly is 
about providing a productive 
workforce that has been ‘upskilled’ 
in science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics
(STEM) subjects to meet the 
calculated and urgent needs of the 
economy: ‘a pipeline to prosperity’.” 

(Davies and Eynon, 2018).

https://corysalveson.com/publication/davies-eynon-salveson-2020-mobilisation-of-ai-in-education/Davies-Eynon-Salveson-2020-mobilisation-of-AI-in-education.pdf



DTBC: Our EdTech Concerns
● Minimal scrutiny of & transparency around what data 

about our children is collected & how it is used
○ Will it be sold? Will it be shared with Police, the 

Home Office, or future employers?
● No robust evidence about how well most EdTech tools 

work and the value they deliver to all children
● Potential for existing inequalities to be made 

worse
● Digital exclusion/digital poverty means that even 

if EdTech worked perfectly across the board not all 
children can  
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Monetising The Education: Who Benefits? 



Children’s data



Resisting Algorithmic Oppression: New and emerging trends

“Personalised learning” Biometrics to predict 
“Readiness to learn”, 
“mood” and “emotion”. 



Forms Of Resistance: DTBC-What we believe
We believe that it is the power of a network of engaged 
individuals, informed by their expertise and lived 
experience that can most effectively push for new terms 
of engagement with the powers behind data and tech.

Those affected by harmful consequences of data and tech 
along with those engaged in working with impacted 
communities, should have a key role in decision making. 



Forms Of Resistance: DTBC EdTech Project
Project objectives:

● build community with people interested in understanding how 
Edtech is being used in our primary & secondary schools;

● help develop community research skills in both quantitative and 
qualitative data collection and analysis in order to better 
understand what is going on;

● shed light on what sort of Edtech is being used in our schools
■ which tech companies are supplying to schools; 
■ understand what they are doing with our children’s data;

● understand the extent and impact of digital exclusion on 
children living in economically deprived areas.

Project is funded by Open Society Foundations



Where do we draw the line?
Discussion

● Are there red lines on “acceptable AI” in education? 
● Where is there consensus on objection in schools? 



Human Rights in a world of automated decisions
● Privacy is not necessarily protected by Data Protection law. 

● The Universal Declaration of Human Rights Article 12 – 

“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his 

privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his 

honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection 

of the law against such interference or attacks.”

● Dunja Mijatović, Commissioner for Human Rights at the launch of 

the new Council of Europe Strategy for the Rights of the Child 

2022–2027, “We must always remember that children are full human 

rights holders, and on top of that, they enjoy special 

protections and rights as children.”



Forms Of Resistance: Student Proctoring
Amsterdam (preliminary) June 2020. The Amsterdam University student council 
tried to stop the use of Proctorio Inc. monitoring software. The council lost. 
C/13/684665 / KG ZA 20-481 
https://gdprhub.eu/index.php?title=Rb._Amsterdam_-_C/13/684665_/_KG_ZA_20-481

In December 2022 a French administrative court suspended a university’s use of 
the proctoring platform TestWe. The court in Montreuil, France, ruled that 
such “permanent surveillance of bodies and sounds” is unreasonable and 
excessive and not proportionate for the purpose preventing cheating. 
https://www.laquadrature.net/en/2022/12/22/algorithmic-e-proctoring-of-exams-t
estwe-will-not-survive-the-winter/

Cleveland U.S. Ogletree vs Cleveland State University Case No. 1:21-cv-00500/ 
Student objected to room-scanning policy after seeing it mentioned in his 
spring 2021 syllabus. He sued the university and won. It created other wins.

https://gdprhub.eu/index.php?title=Rb._Amsterdam_-_C/13/684665_/_KG_ZA_20-481


Resistance and the aims of education



Resistance and Rights: Legal Tools
● Article 22(1) UK GDPR – ‘The data subject shall have the right 

not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated 

processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects 

concerning him or her or similarly affects him or her’.

● Does the education provider have a ‘lawful basis’ for processing 

(Article 6(1) UK GDPR)?

● Has the provider complied with the Public Sector Equality Duty 

(section 149 Equality Act 2010)?

● Does the software produce discriminatory or irrational outcomes 

(Article 5(1)(a) UK GDPR, Article 14 ECHR)?



Refuse, Retract, Resist: Tools & Strategies
Discussion

● Share tools and strategies you have seen and/ or used to 
resist public / private power that include and involve 
those who are affected by the technologies.

● What can we learn from one sector to apply in another?



The Right to education
● UNCRC Article 29 “development of the child's personality, talents 

and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential”;

● Article 26(2) Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) 

“Education shall be directed to the full development of the human 

personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights 

and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, 

tolerance and friendship among all nations, racial or religious 

groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations 

for the maintenance of peace.”



Thank You & Please Stay In Touch

 

DTBC
● E-mail: data-tech-black-communities@protonmail.com
● Follow our Medium blog posts 

https://medium.com/@data-tech-black-communities

Defend Digital Me
● Jen Persson @TheABB @defenddigitalme
● Website https://defenddigitalme.org/resources/
● Incl. a link in ‘Research’ tab to report: Artificial intelligence and 

education: A critical view through the lens of human rights, 
democracy and the rule of law (2022). CoE. ISBN 978-92-871-9236-3

Will Perry   
● E-mail: wperry@monckton.com 

mailto:data-tech-black-communities@protonmail.com
https://medium.com/@data-tech-black-communities
mailto:wperry@monckton.com

